
1.
Your [ vi video ] performance are break-ins into another level of reality. The unexpected 
insertion of moving images in a real space immediately catches the attention of every-
body, as something that’s happening (because of its cinematic nature). How do you usu-
ally handle this very crucial moment of attention pointed to your action?

I try to have my eyes wide open so I can see people’s reactions to the videointervention, in 
some cases just to enjoy the reactions, in others to have a better interaction with them. Since 
the content of the projections are related to that specifi c space, or there’s certain idea I want to 
emphasis of that context, it’s very important to analyze the reaction of the people. If the main 
idea is to confront the work to the public, I like to learn from each experience to have a better 
development of the project.

Also I think the performance it’s a focus of attention because of the character I assume as 
VIDEOMAN. It’s not just a matter of breaking through into the life of others, there are more ef-
fective ways to do that in terrorism. The project of [ vi video ] it’s not just based on calling the 
attention of people (I’m not nude during the performance!), the action in itself it’s a statement 
of how I assume certain responsibilities with my work, of how, in a guerrilla style, I embrace 
technology trying to fi nd or create opportunities to connect with others trough my work. 
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The project [ vi video ], that by the way literally means “saw video” in Spanish, is a consequence 
of The Videomail project (1) that I did 6 years ago. That project was focused on reaching other 
people by sending my videos via email during a period of one year. Now this project try to make 
the same connection but in real life, in real spaces.

Maybe I can explain better quoting the opinion of Cuauhtemoc Medina (2): “Fernando Llanos 
doesn’t establish any difference between production and distribution, register and action. His 
ambition to make of video an everyday bread it’s an attempt to create a community attach to the 
moving images”. (3)

2.
Sometimes in your interventions do you also use (or you plan to use in the future) foot-
age of your past actions, in a sort of mirror-like looping references?

I haven’t done that yet. You can see on the website (4) the 12 videointerventions I have made so 
far. It could be a good idea to make a reference to other interventions, but since every perfor-
mance answer to a very specific context, I haven’t got the opportunity to re-cycle the VIDEOMAN 
documentation. So far I have just recycled some videos from other projects, like the Videomails, 
or the Satelín Torres project (5) images.

I’m afraid that if I decide to do that, maybe I won’t be analyzing or pointing some specific situa-
tion of the city. It would stop to be an acupunctural urban project. It would be more a circus and 
entertainment event based on VIDEOMAN, and I’m not sure I would like that.

 (1) www.fllanos.com/VMingles.html
 (2) Associate Curator, Latin American Art, Tate Collections, UK.
 (3) Reforma Newspaper, Mexico city, august 6, 2005.
 (4) www.fllanos.com/vi_video
 (5) www.satelin-torres.org A urban renovation project via the revaluation of the local culture.



3.
You cited Steve Mann as one of your main artistic references. What do you feel as the 
main difference between your and Mann’s approach?

I just quote him as one of the many references this project have. There are two ways I organize my 
references: the one’s that come from the art world (my professional area), and the ones that come from 
every day’s life. For me both are important, but I have to admit I enjoy more to be surprise by surround-
ing miracles than by overcooked thoughts.

It’s very important for me to quote people I admire, or let others know what things influences my work. 
It’s a way of sharing better the whole creative phenomenon. 

As far as I know he was developing his own technology, my interests and ability doesn’t goes on that 
direction. I use gadgets and equipment for common uses, and in a very handmade style I put them 
together. In the case of Mann’s work I like the way he start’s using wearable technology. In that sense, 
VIDEOMAN it’s a consequence of that, but also of Man at arms. (6)

4.
During your performances do you feel that somehow this intervention prosthesis has 
modified your identity or self-awareness? How much our media expression potential 
can change our identity?

I think media expression potential doesn’t change my identity as much as the way I develop and as-
sume the project.

VIDEOMAN is the kind of superhero I can represent. In the comic I present at the Bienale of Mercosul 
in Brasil (7), I explain how this project exploited my personal corporal infrastructure (I’m 1.92 m tall) and 
also take advantage of my cultural suburban roots that heredity me a tradition on carrier things. It also 
fit’s perfect with my interrupting personality and involuntary aggressive look. How ever is the first time 
I made a performance, so I’m trying to get used to this new feeling of being the focus of attention while 
I work. 

 (6)  An action figure from “He-man and the Masters of the Univers”, that by the way I meet before Mann’s 
work.
 (7)  You can download it from www.fllanos.com/vi_video/videoman.html



5.
Your performance in the red light district of Porto Alegre (projecting a kiss movie loop on 
the background of standing prostitutes, provoked their legal reaction against you and 
the Bienale of Mercosul (where the performance video was showed), because of the un-
authorized use of their image, and you were asked to remove it from the website. What’s 
your opinion on what happened?

At the beginning I thought it was funny (ironic!!) that a prostitute was demanding me for “moral 
damage”. I couldn’t believe it, since the situation was very nice with her, and she was very willing 
to participate on the performance. 

After all the problem I’m very glad this happens, it gave the project a lot of media attention. I was 
on the main TV news program, and in the first page of one of the best newspaper in Mexico City, 
and all I have to sacrifice was the on-line video document of that videointervention.

I think the interesting reflection of this experience is the legal absurd. This project works in an 
area that it’s already used for publicity. You can project content on public spaces without break-
ing the law. Since there are no laws that prohibit, you can do some cynical acts, like the first 
videointervention VIDEOMAN made at the airport of Porto Alegre, projecting airplanes crashing 
and having accidents. I was surround by 4 policemen and no one could stop me. They can sug-
gest you to leave, but since you have 2 cameras registering every move, they are hand tied.

6.
You explicitly referred to graffiti and pirate radio, as inspiring sources to your interven-
tions in the urban space. Do you think that public space has become a more and more 
strategical medium?

I think public space has always be the best strategical medium. From Altamira’s cave, to Mexi-
can murals, from Dziga Vertov kinos, to DIY myspace.com phenomenon, ideas, toughs and feel-
ings have always wanted to have an eco. It’s up to us to find our own way to share the content 
we create. 

VIDEOMAN has his own strategy and compromise, but there are a lot of solutions, cause there 
are a lot of things we can do to make this profession worth it. I believe it’s more that just coolnes 
what make us wanted to become artists.

Fernando Llanos
 La Roma , June 2006

“be happy consume video”

 


